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Proposal

• “We have a low or negative skin – we don’t 
have damage”

• “Skin is a dimensionless number”• “Skin is a dimensionless number”

• It is about time that we stopped relying on 
“Skin Factor” to explain all well behaviour



Presentation Outline

• Introduction
• The trouble with skin
• What can we do to eliminate skin?
• An example
• Conclusions• Conclusions



Introduction

• Skin can be defined as the additional pressure drop in the 
near wellbore area that results from the drilling, completion 
and production practices used (Van Everdingen, 1953). 

• Formation Damage can be defined as any near wellbore 
alteration that affects permeability due to well operations alteration that affects permeability due to well operations 
(Byrne et al, 2007). 

• A high positive skin does not necessarily mean that there 
is a lot of formation damage and conversely a low or 
negative skin does not mean that there is no formation 
damage.



A little bit of history

• Skin “invented” in the late 1940’s / early 1950’s 
and is a dimensionless parameter

• Over 10,000 SPE papers refer to skin

• Over 28,000 refer to formation damage• Over 28,000 refer to formation damage

• Skin factors developed and enhanced to consider 
non Darcy flow, horizontal wells, perforations, etc.

• Used to explain well performance and difference 
between real and theoretical well performance



Currently

•-6-



Skin

• The concept of skin (Van Everdingen, 1953) 
originally defined to characterise “additional 
resistance to flow”

• Additive term in denominator of flow rate 
calculation; increased S => decreased ratecalculation; increased S => decreased rate

• Combining a series of effects into a 
• single value S can lead to 
misunderstandings of complementary 

• or competing influences

• Tends to be estimated “after the fact”



Case Study

• North Sea operator analysed appraisal well test

• Estimated k = 5mD, S = -1 from DST

• Decisive in relinquishment of licence

• Forensic re-examination indicated damage due • Forensic re-examination indicated damage due 
to drilling/completion fluids effects

• New appraisal with optimised fluids led to re-
evaluation of (better) reservoir permeability and 
a commercial gas development with

• AOF = 10 x original



Well parameters

•Formation Damage
•Measurable
•Quantifiable
•Can be modelled•Can be modelled

•Well Geometry
•Predictable
•Can be modelled



The trouble with skin

•Negative skin
• Implies increase in near wellbore permeability
• Not true, in many cases
• In fact, the well is different
• Can have significant formation damage and 
negative skin

• Leads to sub optimal well design



Geometry of a perforated completion

• Multiple spikes extending in 
3D in to the reservoir

• In cased and perforated 
completion these spikes are 
the only contact between the 
well and the reservoir

 

well and the reservoir
• Different for each well, each 

layer and each reservoir –
need to capture the geometry 
to understand the flow



Perforations in a horizontal well



Geometry of a hydraulic fracture

• Wings or lobes 
extending from 
the original well

• Different for each 
well, each layer 

 

well, each layer 
and each 
reservoir – need 
to capture the 
geometry to 
understand the 
flow



Horizontal Well Model Approach 

Well

Mud cake



Well performance without skin

• Our ambition should be to capture all flow 
restrictions and the system geometry in order to 
predict well performance

• Evaluate the true impact of formation damage on • Evaluate the true impact of formation damage on 
well performance

• Optimise the well design required to deliver 
required productivity or injectivity



Example of well evaluation without skin

• Well drilled and completed with hydraulic fracture 
but frac operation problems so assumed that frac
not contributing to well

• Analysis of well geometry revealed fracture must • Analysis of well geometry revealed fracture must 
have been present and contributing and new 
wells would need similar completion in order to 
deliver



Example of well evaluation without skin
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What do other industries do?

•with complex fluid flow challenges?



Other Industries

•Capture the geometry and the physical properties of 
flowing fluid and all restrictions

•No skin!



Imagine if.......

• Reservoir quality was understood (or at least within a 
range of uncertainty)

• Well geometry could be modelled

• Completion geometry could be modelled

• Formation damage could be quantified and modelled

•Why would S be necessary?



Cased & Perforated Completion, Sand Screen, ICD

Sand Screen 10 ICD Ports

ICD Housing

Basepipe

•Inflow Control Device (ICD) attached to a Stand Alone Sand Screen



Z pattern ICD



Cased & Perforated Completion, Sand Screen, ICD

•6 shot per foot
•12 shot per foot

•Sand Screen

•Basepipe

•Annulus

•Reservoir



Cased & Perforated Completion, Sand Screen, ICD

Pressure drops from reservoir to wellbore annulus due to the presence of ICD



Cased & Perforated Completion, Sand Screen, ICD

Pressure drops from reservoir to wellbore annulus due to the presence of ICD



Limitations (excuses)

• We deal with great subsurface and well geometry 
uncertainty

• Parameters such as formation damage can be challenging 
to define

• Existing models demand skin factors

• Skin factors have been successfully used in many 
successful cases



Conclusions

• The concept of skin should not be used as it is a 
dimensionless correction factor that can be very 
misleading and does not encourage fundamental physical 
properties to be accurately evaluated and predicted.

• Formation damage is a valid concept and can be 
predicted, often very accurately and in wells where it is predicted, often very accurately and in wells where it is 
critical to well performance, should be minimized.

• It is difficult to work without skin factor – but not impossible 
and….it is getting easier!

• Our industry should eliminate correction, geometric, fudge 
and skin factors whenever we can.

• We propose the extinction of skin. 
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Any Questions?


